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After-sale service
In the event of product malfunction, please observe the operation of beverage cooler
and any changes on stored beverages when the unit is working. In any abnormal event,
please check and refer to the following table accordingly.

The cooler is
not working

Whether the plug and socket is
well contacted
Check if the temperature display
is working

The stored food is overfill or there is hot food
Is the cooler placed under direct sunlight or near to
any other heat source radiation
not fully closed

Is the cooler on a flat surface

Features of the product
This product is a commercial-use
cooler with an elegant desigh &
appearance, fast refrigeration
and is suitable to be used in
shopping mall, super market,
hotel and cold drinks shop.
With double layer anti-condensation
glass, the door has good heat
insulation and high transparency
that provides clearer view of stored
food for user.
Top light canopy display to create
strong advertisement and brand
awareness purpose.
Air-cooling speed is fast and creates
uniform temperature of the interior air.

Is the unit placed too close with the wall

Lock slot is provided on the bottom
left of the door. It can be used with
the lock to secure the stored food.
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Name of the product parts
1

For safety purpose, please
disconnect the cooler from
power supply before any
cleaning operation.

7
8

2

9

Clean the cooler with a soft cloth
or sponge with warm water or mild
detergent. Do wipe off the water
droplets with dry cloth to prevent
rusting.

Do not spray the cooler with
water or clean with hard brush
or steel wire brush.
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(The product is subject to the actual model)
1-Light canopy(option)
4-Shelves
7-Upper hinge
10-Door stopper
13-Adjustable feet(Castor)
15-Handle

2-Inner light
5-Shield
8-Light switch
11-Lower hinge
14-Cabinet
16-Glass door

3-Upper shield
6-Lock slot
9-Thermostat(option)
12-Electronic thermostat
(option)

If the cooler will not be in use for a
long period of time, it should be
disconnected from power supply and
clean according to the above
mentioned. Leave the door open to
air dry the inner
part before
proceed to seal it
for storage.

Please do not use cleaning solutions like
organic solvent, boiled water, washing
powder or acid to clean the cooler.

17-Front shield

The light canopy is optional part.
The adjustable feets and castors are optional components.
The thermostat and electronic thermostat are optional components.
The number of shelves is adjusted according to the different needs
of customers.

children do

Food storage instructions
Ensure foods are dry before putting it into
the cooler for storage.

Do not store biological products, medicine and
flower which required specific temperature.

Light canopy and switch
Instructions for installing and disassembling light canopy:
Light canopy is optional. For installation process, please
refer to the instructions.
Light Canopy

During the installation, insert light canopy to terminal on
top of the cabinet then connect with the plug at the back
of the light canopy.

Rail

When disassembling, unplug the terminal at the back of
the light canopy, then remove the light canopy.
Food should stay 1-3cm away from the
back chamber for better air circulation
during storage.

Leave space in between food for better air
circulation.

The main switch for both light canopy and interior light
is located inside of the cooler on top right.

The food should be sealed before putting
into the cooler to prevent the loss of
moisture and odour mixing.

Material of the packaging should be asepsis,
fragrance free, air proof and water proof.

The storage food should be classified
especially for cooked food. Meat and fish
should not be stored for too long to ensure
freshness.

Do take note on the food expiry date stated
on the product packaging to ensure safe
consumption.

“I” indicates switch on; “O” indicates switch off.
Please cross check the switch status before use.

Terminal

Light Switch

Notice for safety
This appliance is designed to use with 220-240/50Hz
AC power supply.
In the case of fluctuation in power range is huge, it may
caused the following issues:
i. Cooler fail to start
ii. Damage in temperature controller and compressor
iii. Abnormal sound arise when compressor is
working.

Special socket should be used
and has reliable earthing.
When the cooler is placed, the
plug should be easily reached
to socket.

Light and illumination description
This product comes with interior and top display canopy light. (The light canopy
is optional as some model series does not come with it.)
There is only one main switch for both light canopy and interior light which located
inside of the cooler on top right.
Canopy light can be used to advertise brand logo on top.

How to replace the interior light:
Inflammable substance, explosive
substance, strong corrosive salt,
alkali and medicine or biological
products which have strict
requirement on temperature are
not allowed to be stored in the
cooler.

Do not store inflammable materials around the cooler
to avoid accident.

Turn off the power, unscrew the lampshade and take it off.
Replace with a new light bulb and install it.

How to replace the light canopy. (Optional)

Children should be supervised to ensure that they
are not playing with the appliance.

Turn off the power, unscrew the canopy connection strip and pull out the canopy
plate.
Replace with a new light bulb and install it.

During

Electronic Control Panel
Function instruction
Start up
Plug in, the display screen is lit and unlocked. The temperature display B shows
the actual temperature of the cooler.
A1
A2
B
C
D

Temperature settingTemperature setting+
Temperature display
Lock
Temperature running indicator

Display lock / unlock function
To unlock the cooler for temperature setting, press both A1 and A2 for 3 seconds
concurrently.
Under the unlocking state, press both A1 and A2 for 3 seconds concurrently, or
without pressing on any buttons within 30 seconds, the temperature setting will
be locked again and the lock icon will be illuminated.
When the display screen flashes F3, it indicates sensor failure. Kindly contact
after sales service for repair. Display screen will stop flashing error code F3
once the problem is solved.
Temperature Setting

Ambient environment
The cooler should be placed horizontal and stable.
It should be removed from all packaging to reduce
vibration and noise. When unit is being moved, the
inclination angle should not be more than 45°.

Do not place the cooler under direct sunlight or at
a place where it will exposed to external heating
sources. Ambient temperature should not exceed
the climate type temperature on the nameplate.
(ST :16~38℃,T :16~43℃)

Install the cooler in a good ventilation room to have
Do not place the cooler where the temperature is
better cooling. A distance of 10cm between the wall
too low or not according to the temperate climate.
and cooler is required to ensure adequate ventilation.

Under the unlocking state, temperature can be adjusted by pressing on A1 to
reduce and A2 to increase and the range is within 0 to 8℃. If no action is taken
within 5 seconds, the set point will be stored automatically.
Power off memory
This product comes with a power off memory. It will work according to the
previous setting before power outage when turn on again.
The default temperature of the refrigerator is 5℃, and some products do
not have electronic temperature controller.
The product is subject to the actual model.

Never place the cooler at a humid area or where it
Avoid placing cooler near any acute corner angle
may be easily splashed by water. Clean and dry any to avoid contact to the glass door.
water splashes and stains with soft cloths immediately
to prevent rust and unit should place at shaded area
to avoid raining.

Preparations before use
Unpack all the packaging

After unpacked the cooler and placed it at the right position, it should be operated
for half an hour before putting in foods or beverages for storage.

Stand Upright
After being moved, the cooler
should be standing for at least
30 minutes before switching it
on.

Temperature adjustment
7

After turn on the power, make a trial testing for
half an hour. If the temperature drop to the
necessary level, cooler operation is normal.
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